
A brief review of the current use of indicators of welfare identified in the review 

 

Behavioural indicators of welfare 

Abnormal repetitive behaviours 

Abnormal repetitive behaviours (ARBs) or ‘stereotypies’ are one of the most frequently 

described causes for concern in UK zoo elephants (Clubb & Mason, 2002; Harris et al., 

2008). The definitions of stereotypies vary between researchers but it is generally agreed that 

they are behaviours which have ‘no apparent function’ (Mason, 1991). The use of 

stereotypies as indicators of welfare have been widely reviewed (Broom, 1983; Mason & 

Latham, 2004; Mason, 2006). It is likely that animals that are known to stereotype have been 

prevented from expressing their full range of species-typical behaviours at some point in their 

lives (Mason, 1991; Swaisgood & Shepherdson, 2005). However, Mason and Latham (2004) 

recognised that stereotypies cannot be used reliably as a sole indicator of welfare. Whilst the 

type of environment which is believed to elicit or enhance the expression of stereotypies is 

usually sub-optimal, stereotypies have been associated with good or neutral welfare states 

almost as frequently as with poor welfare states.  

Quantification of the frequency of observed stereotypical behaviour is the most frequently 

used measure of welfare in captive elephants.  Seventeen (57%) of the critically reviewed 

papers used stereotypical behaviour as an indicator of welfare; in 9 of these papers, a 

significant change in frequency was noted. Exhibition of stereotypies correlated with 5 other 

welfare measures: feeding (negative), walking (positive), resting (negative), foot health 

(positive) and cortisol levels (positive).  

Koyama and colleagues (2012) documented a negative relationship between stereotypic 

pacing and both feeding and resting and a positive relationship between pacing and 

locomotion. Rees (2009) identified a negative relationship between stereotypies and feeding. 

Haspeslagh and colleagues (2013) described poorer foot health in elephants that stereotyped 

than those elephants that did not stereotype, although they concluded that this relationship 

may not necessarily be causal.  Laws and colleagues (2007) documented a decrease in lying 

rest and an increase in faecal cortisol at the same time as increased stereotypies in a single 

adult bull elephant post-transport.  Meller and colleagues (2007) observed increased 

stereotypies, increased standing rest, decreased lying rest and decreased exploratory 

behaviour in captive elephants following introduction of a new floor type. In the studies 

reviewed, stereotypies changed in frequency when there was a change in the elephants’ 

environments.  This was believed to have changed the level of stress they were experiencing 

in each situation: increased post transport (Laws et al., 2007); increased when moved to a 

small, inside area following being in a paddock for a long period of time (Elzanowski & 

Sergiel, 2006); decreased when penned rather than chained or shackled (Gruber et al., 2000; 

Schmid, 1995; Friend & Parker, 1999).  

Whilst the exhibition of stereotypies may not be indicative of current poor welfare, they 

remain an issue of welfare concern. Any increase in frequency or intensity of stereotypies 

may be indicative of a reduction in welfare state.  By contrast, a reduction in stereotypies may 

be indicative of improved welfare, provided that the change in stereotypy expression has 

resulted from an improvement in environmental conditions (e.g. additional provision of 

environmental enrichment), rather than simply measures which prevent the behaviour from 

occurring. It has been suggested that stereotypies may serve as coping mechanisms to aid an 

animal in dealing with a stressful situation, so physical prevention of these behaviours may 

lead to reduced welfare (Mason & Latham, 2004).  



Sleep/rest behaviour 

Research has suggested that sleep behaviour can be used as a reliable assessment of welfare 

(Abou-Ismail et al., 2007; Hanninen, 2007). However, in large herbivores the increased risk 

of predation may reduce the occurrence of lying rest behaviour in the wild (Lima et al., 

2005). Although few studies have investigated sleeping behaviour in either wild or captive 

elephants, researchers have documented changes in sleep behaviour in wild and captive 

elephants in relation to age (Tobler, 1992), physical environment (Gruber et al., 2000) and 

ambient temperature (Ganswindt & Munscher, 2008; Joshi, 2009). Furthermore, there is 

evidence to suggest that elephants will express preferences for certain environmental 

conditions when engaging in lying for rest: they will choose softer flooring (where available) 

in preference to a hard surface, and will rest more frequently and for a greater duration when 

conspecifics are near (Williams et al., 2015). However, to date, no studies have directly 

linked duration of lying rest to welfare in captive elephants. 

Of the critically reviewed papers 10 (33%) papers investigated sleep/rest behaviour in captive 

elephants; in three of these papers, a significant change in rest frequency was noted. Rest 

behaviour was correlated with two other welfare measures: walking (negative) and 

stereotypies (negative). In the reviewed studies, reduction in frequency of sleep was 

associated with events which may be perceived to be stressful to elephants, such as travel 

(Laws et al., 2007), death of a conspecific (Koyama et al., 2012) and introduction of novel 

flooring (Meller et al., 2007). However in two of these studies, the results were based on a 

single elephant.  

Laws and colleagues (2007) noted that, following 24 hours of transportation and relocation to 

a novel herd, time spent resting decreased from approximately 30% of a 24 hour period (all 

of which occurred at night, and 92% of which was recumbent sleep) to 20% or less (sleeping 

decreased during the night and increased during the daytime, and sleep was only in a standing 

position – there was no recumbent rest). An increase in stereotypies and faecal cortisol levels 

were also noted, which may be representative of overall stress levels. Similar changes in 

types of rest were observed in a lone-housed female elephant after the death of a conspecific 

and her movement to a novel enclosure overnight. A negative correlation was noted between 

stereotypies and rest, and locomotion and rest. Immediately after the loss of the conspecific, 

the female elephant was observed engaging in long periods of standing rest (SR), and no 

obvious signs of lying rest (LR) (such as imprints in the sand) were noted (Koyama et al., 

2010). The authors suggested that the stress from the loss of the conspecific and movement to 

a novel area may have caused the elephant to experience disturbed sleep or she may have 

simply felt uncomfortable in her new environment. Meller and colleagues (2007) noted 

similar behavioural relationships when they introduced a herd of six Asian elephants to novel 

rubber flooring in their enclosure. During the daytime, SR and locomotion increased whilst 

exploratory behaviour decreased. At night-time, stereotypies and SR increased and LR and 

exploratory behaviour decreased.  

Time spent sleeping is species, and sometimes individual, specific. Reduced sleep may be 

indicative of poor welfare in some species but long periods of time spent asleep may also be 

indicative of underlying illness or even boredom. Hnath and Yannessa (2002) noted a 

reduction in the length of time two female elephants (one African and one Asian) spent 

resting when they were presented with time-consuming novel enrichment. The authors 

reported that instead of resting for ’30 minutes at a time’, the elephants were engaging in 

other activities, such as breaking up logs. They also reported a decrease in undesirable 

behaviours such as stereotypies, and an increase in enrichment use and overall activity levels.  



Although a relatively infrequently recorded aspect of behaviour, rest (in particular LR) may 

be an important indicator of welfare in captive elephants. Further research should be 

undertaken to investigate the factors which affect rest in captive elephants and to investigate 

the relationship between rest and other, more traditional, welfare indicators.  

Feeding 

It has been stated that feeding opportunities are of great positive significance to captive 

animals (Koyama et al., 2012). Inappropriate diets and lack of opportunity to perform natural 

behaviours were listed among the reasons cited by Clubb and Mason (2002) for poor welfare 

among European zoo elephants. Veasey (2006) suggested that captive elephants should be 

provided with the opportunity to spend the majority of their day engaging in feeding 

activities, during which time they should be manipulating and working for their food.  

In the wild elephants, spend between 60 and 90% of their day feeding or foraging (Mckay 

1973; Wyatt & Eltringham, 1974). The diet of wild African and Asian elephants is 

predominantly grasses, twigs, bark and other low quality vegetation. Due to the low 

nutritional quality of their food, and the anatomy and physiology of their digestive system, 

they need to spend a large proportion of their day feeding in order to fulfil their nutritional 

needs (Clubb & Mason, 2002). Researchers have reported that elephants in captivity spend as 

little as 25% of their day feeding or engaging in feeding activities; this is considerably less 

than their wild counterparts (Rees, 2009; Gruber et al., 2000). Rees (2009) attributed the 

reduced duration of time captive elephants spent feeding to the higher quality of the food 

provided, the reduced time spent foraging, and the lack of food availability later in the day.  

Of the 20 critically reviewed papers, ten (33%) documented changes in feeding behaviour in 

captive elephants. In three (10%) of these papers, a significant change in feeding frequency 

was observed. Feeding behaviour correlated significantly with both walking (negative) and 

expression of stereotypies (negative). 

Gruber and colleagues (2000) noted a significant increase in feeding behaviour when 

elephants were penned rather than chained for restraint; however, this may be due to the 

physical opportunity that penned elephants had to spend an increased period of time grazing. 

Similarly, Stoinski and colleagues (2000) identified an increase in feeding activity and a 

decrease in inactive periods when elephants were presented with browse, which provided the 

elephants with the opportunity to express a range of natural feeding and forging behaviours. 

Historically, the use of feeding enrichment for captive elephants has been infrequent 

(Stoinski et al., 2000); when feeding enrichment was used, keepers scattered pre-prepared 

food or hid ‘treats’ such as peanuts for the elephants to seek out. More recently however there 

has been a move towards providing more naturalistic feeding enrichment, such as browse.  

Clubb and Mason (2002) suggested that lack of stimulation from engaging in foraging 

activities is one of the main underlying causes of development of stereotypic behaviour. 

Researchers have also suggested that increased food availability is associated with reduced 

exhibition of stereotypies (Friend & Parker, 1999), and when frequency of foraging was 

similar to that of elephants in the wild, relatively little stereotypic behaviour was seen 

(Koyama et al., 2012). It is reasonable to consider that the opportunity to engage in increased 

periods of natural activity and species-typical behaviours are indicative of good welfare in 

captive elephants.  

Social interactions 

African and Asian elephants display very strong affiliative behaviours. In the wild, elephants 

have three broad social unit levels (family groups, bond groups and clans). The most basic of 

these, family groups, are composed of one or more related females and their offspring (Moss 



& Poole, 1983; Sukumar, 1994). Young male elephants stay with their maternal family group 

until they are early to mid-teenagers (Lee & Moss, 1999). Both Clubb and Mason (2002) and 

Harris and colleagues (2008) suggested that elephants in Europe and the UK respectively 

were being housed in inappropriate social groups, and highlighted this as a serious welfare 

concern. Guidelines from North American and European zoo associations provide standards 

for minimum numbers of animals to be kept at a facility. The Association of Zoos and 

Aquariums (AZA) guidelines state that male elephants must be kept in minimum groups of 

two individuals (although adult males may be housed alone as long as they are not prevented 

from interacting with others) and females in groups of at least three individuals (AZA, 2012). 

The British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquariums (BIAZA) and the European 

Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) state that elephants must be kept in minimum 

groups of four compatible females, with consideration given to moving females where long 

term compatibility issues arise (Walter, 2010; Leeuwen, 2004). Guidelines for keeping bull 

elephants are not so clear; neither minimum group sizes nor group compositions are 

recommended in the BIAZA elephant management guidelines, beyond the suggestion that it 

is unacceptable to maintain bulls in physical and social isolation apart from for breeding 

purposes. It is recognised within the guidelines that more research is needed (Walter, 2010).  

Six (20%) critically reviewed papers documented frequency of social interactions amongst 

captive elephants. Changes in social interactions were not correlated with any other potential 

welfare measures, however none of the papers which detailed social interactions were 

focusing solely on social interactions so it is possible that the sampling methods resulted in 

an underestimation of the frequency of these rarer behaviours which prevented an association 

with other potential welfare measures. Five papers separated positive social interactions from 

negative (aggressive) interactions. Frequency of interactions were only expressed as a 

proportion of activity in four of the six reviewed papers; positive social interactions 

accounted for less than 10% of behaviour and negative social interactions accounted for less 

than 1% of behaviour. Where interactions were split into positive and negative behaviours the 

frequency of negative social behaviour was always lower than positive interactions.  

Chadwick and colleagues (submitted) conducted teleconferences with elephant keepers and 

elephant researchers to identify indicators of welfare which may not be present in the 

published literature. Social interactions were reported as being an important measure of 

welfare, specifically: affiliative interactions, play, physical proximity to another elephant and 

behavioural synchrony within the group. Whilst some minor negative social interactions were 

deemed to be acceptable, it was suggested that ‘excessive or hyper-aggression’ may be 

indicative of poor welfare on either an individual or group level (Chadwick et al., submitted). 

Schmid (1995) noted that levels of aggression in his study groups did not differ when the 

elephants were shackled compared to when they were housed in pens.  However he did report 

that some elephants in his study were separated due to incompatibility, which may affect this 

finding. Cohesive social behaviour, defined as positive contact between two individuals 

which lasted for greater than 3 seconds, was more frequent among elephants in paddocks than 

amongst those kept shackled. Schmid (1995) also went on to note that the number of social 

partners for each study elephant was greater in the paddocks than when they were chained 

(when each individual was limited to just the two neighbouring conspecifics) and that and 

71% of elephants had a ‘primary’ social partner that was not their chain neighbour when 

shackled. Schmid (1995) suggested following his study that it is the opportunity for choice of 

social partner and the opportunity to contact all group members, which was of most 

importance to each individual. Additionally, Stoinski and colleagues (2001) noted that even 

though physical touching instances between individuals accounted for less than 5% of 



observations, elephants were within one elephant body length of another elephant in up to 

50% of observations; which suggests that elephants require more than just tactile contact.  

Elephants are highly social, and reports in the peer-reviewed literature and by stakeholders 

suggest that social interactions are an essential part of the behavioural repertoire of an 

elephant. Excess aggression within a captive group may be indicative of an underlying 

welfare problem for either a particular individual or for the entire group. While social 

interactions involving direct touch may account for only a small part of the overall activity 

budget when data is gathered using scan sampling methods,  the opportunity to interact 

socially with other individuals (through tactile, visual or acoustic means) is very important 

for good welfare. Behavioural synchrony within the group may be reflective of the strength 

of social bonds, and may therefore form an important measure of positive welfare.  

Interaction with the environment 

Five (17%) critically reviewed papers documented a change in frequency of interactions with 

the environment, three obtained significant changes in this measure over the course of the 

study. Interaction with the environment was not, however, significantly correlated with any 

other measure. Associations were identified between increased environmental interaction, 

reduced stereotypies and increased social interactions in one paper. 

Interaction with the environment, in particular object manipulation, was described by Schmid 

and colleagues (2001) as a possible displacement activity, which could be a sign of stress in 

elephants. In their study, they observed behavioural and physiological reactions of elephants 

when one group of three female Asian elephants was introduced to a group of five Asian 

elephants (one male, four female). Three of the elephants (two of the three introduced 

elephants and one of the original group of five) showed an increase in object manipulation six 

months after the introduction, which is suggestive of a long term behavioural change. 

However, other long term behavioural changes included reduced stereotypies for all but one 

individual (one of the three introduced elephants), and increased social interaction. There was 

no change in urinary cortisol levels. Taken together these measures suggest that the increased 

object manipulation seen was indicative of good welfare.  

Definitions of terms which represented ‘interaction with the environment’ were not always 

included in the reviewed literature, yet it is apparent that they were used differently in 

different studies. Schmid and colleagues (2001) described manipulation/exploration as ‘all 

forms of manipulating objects or substrate with trunk, foot, head or other parts of the body’. 

Whilde and Marples (2011) specifically described ‘manipulation of non-food objects’; 

however, this means behaviours such as sniffing the environment would be excluded from 

their definition. Whilde and Marples (2011) acknowledged the possibility of observer error 

when categorising object manipulation and feeding. Hnath and Yannessa (2002) described 

‘yard investigation’ in their ethogram as “walking, contact with barriers and yard furniture”, 

but they referred to one of their elephants as ‘wandering around the yard’ in the text of their 

manuscript, which may be suggestive of a less engaged behaviour.  

In order for interaction with the environment to be used as an indicator of welfare, there must 

be a clear definition which is used across all future studies. Wandering aimlessly is likely to 

be a sign of an environment which is not providing appropriate enrichment or stimulation, 

and if the elephant is engaging in environmental interaction as a displacement activity, this 

could also be a welfare concern. However, if the increase in environmental interaction is 

associated with other positive welfare indictors (for example, reduced periods of inactivity or 

reduced stereotypies), then increased levels of interaction with the environment may be a sign 

of the elephant becoming more engaged and active within their environment.  



Walking 

Provision of food in devices designed to provide cognitive enrichment may occupy time and 

provide mental stimulation for elephants, but they do not necessitate the walking (Posta et al., 

2013) that is required in the wild when elephants are foraging and feeding. Distance 

elephants travel in the wild has been attributed to availability and distribution of resources 

(Leighty et al., 2009), yet to date little is known about how far elephants ‘should’ walk in 

order to optimise welfare. Researchers have suggested that obesity is one of the major causes 

of premature death in European zoo elephants (Clubb et al., 2008). Furthermore, obesity and 

restricted movement are major causes of poor foot health, arthritis and degenerative joint 

disease in captive elephants (Hittmair & Vielgrader, 2000; Csuti et al., 2001). Thus, it would 

appear that the physical activity of walking is essential for good health, and thus good 

welfare. 

Changes in activity levels, specifically frequency of walking behaviour, was described by 10 

(33%) of the peer reviewed papers; half of these papers reported significant changes. 

Frequency of walking correlated with rest (negative), feeding (negative) and stereotypic 

pacing (positive).  

Whilde and Marples (2011) observed a group of four female Asian elephants prior to and 

following the birth of an elephant in the group. A significant increase in frequency of walking 

was recorded in two of the elephants – which the authors attributed to an increased interest 

and incentive to move about the enclosure caused by the presence of the calf. Similarly, in a 

study which assessed walking rates in a group of African elephants, Leighty and colleagues 

(2009) noted that females housed in larger enclosures and in complex social groups 

(consisting of multiple adult females and their calves) walked more than those housed in 

smaller enclosures or single parent and offspring groups. During the study, elephants were 

actively encouraged to move around the enclosures through the use of well distributed 

resources.  In addition, they rotated the social groups between different enclosures to mimic 

provision of novel scents; it was felt this would encourage naturalistic exploratory behaviours 

as seen in the wild. In both these instances, it can be assumed that walking is a positive 

outcome from the stimulation provided by young animals within the group.   

However the frequency of walking behaviour appears to be context dependent. Meller and 

colleagues (2007) documented an increase in walking behaviour in a group of Asian 

elephants following introduction of novel flooring. At the same time as this behavioural 

change, an increase in stereotypic pacing was observed. It is therefore possible that the 

increased walking seen was actually just an increase in expression of stereotypic pacing 

behaviour; it may be difficult in short term observations to distinguish between ‘normal’ 

walking behaviour and stereotypic pacing. Some elephants engage in more ‘normal’ walking 

behaviour than others within the same environment (E. Williams, personal observation), so 

documentation of walking activity may not always be indicative of current welfare state.  

Comfort (self-maintenance) behaviours 

Frequency of comfort or self-maintenance behaviours were often reported in those studies 

which determined general activity budgets in captive elephants. Twelve papers in the peer 

reviewed literature documented a change in frequency of this behaviour, four of them 

significantly. Despite this behaviour being widely reported, in the studies analysed, comfort 

behaviours were not correlated with any other measures of welfare. In two of the reviewed 

papers, the researchers investigated the change in behaviour when elephants were chained 

versus when they were penned. In both reports, self-maintenance behaviours were 

significantly more likely to occur when elephants were housed in pens or paddocks than 



when they were chained or shackled. However, in both instances the authors suggest this 

finding is likely due to the restraint imposed in chains or shackles and the physical lack of 

opportunity to access appropriate facilities.  

Elephants are known to use ‘tools’ to assist in skin care (Kurt & Garai, 2007), and dust 

bathing in particular is reported to have various benefits to elephants in terms of physical 

(e.g. through temperature regulation and protection from sun and parasites) and mental health 

(e.g. opportunity for social interaction and potential for behavioural synchrony) (Rees, 2009). 

Despite their frequent descriptions in the literature self-maintenance behaviours accounted for 

less than 5% of total activity in the reviewed papers, and so was frequently grouped into an 

‘other’ category. So while it remains clear that elephants should have the opportunity and the 

appropriate provisions to perform self-maintenance behaviours such as scratching and 

grooming, the infrequency of their occurrence renders this behaviour impractical as a welfare 

indicator.    

Other 

Less frequently used indicators of welfare included inactivity, play behaviour and 

vocalisations. None of these measures correlated with the more commonly used indicators of 

welfare. A change in frequency of play behaviour was reported in two of the peer reviewed 

papers (6%); in one of these studies, a significant change was reported. Levels of inactivity, 

and vocalisations, were reported to change significantly in one paper each (3%). 

Physiological indicators of welfare 

Assessment of levels of stress hormones - corticosteroids 

Eight (27%) of the critically reviewed papers assessed levels of cortisol, five of which found 

a significant change. Cortisol is a glucocorticoid hormone produced by the adrenal glands in 

response to activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, which often happens in 

times of stress (Mostl & Palme, 2002). Measurement of glucocorticoids (cortisol or its 

metabolites) was carried out through various mediums; saliva (three papers), faeces (three 

papers), serum (three papers) and urine (two papers). Glucocorticoids were noted to correlate 

with stereotypies (positive) and personality traits (as identified using a keeper assessment of 

personality).  

Increases in levels of cortisol have been reported in potentially ‘stressful’ situations, for 

example, following the introduction of a new female elephant into a pre-existing herd (Dathe, 

1992), zoo opening (Menargues et al., 2008), travelling, exposure to loud noises and on days 

with human interaction (Millspaugh et al., 2007).  Furthermore increases in levels of cortisol 

have been associated with other potential welfare indicators: increased stereotypies and 

reduced lying rest (Laws et al., 2007). 

Levels of cortisol must be interpreted with caution as an indicator of welfare. It is widely 

understood that coping mechanisms differ between individuals and it is not yet clear if there 

is an ‘optimum’ coping strategy (Fanson et al., 2013). During a study investigating 

adrenocortical activity following translocation in eight Asian elephants, Fanson and 

colleagues (2013) observed an increase in faecal glucocorticoid metabolites (FGM) but a 

decrease in urinary glucocorticoid metabolites (UGM) and no change in serum cortisol. 

Individuals varied in their adrenocortical response to relocation but the authors did observe a 

positive relationship between baseline FGM levels and duration of increase in FGM post 

transport.  

Grand and colleagues (2012) identified a positive relationship between cortisol levels and the 

‘fearful’ personality score, and a negative relationship between cortisol levels and ‘effective’, 



‘sociable’ and ‘aggressive’ scores, where ‘effective’ was defined as ‘gets its own way by 

controlling other elephants’. Fanson and colleagues (2013) noted that baseline levels of 

serum cortisol and UGM were lower in Asian elephants who were faster at learning new 

things. Post relocation they also recorded more prolonged increases in FGM in curious as 

opposed to timid elephants and in reclusive as opposed to social elephants. More research is 

needed on the use of keeper assessments of personality in the improvement of zoo elephant 

welfare. Whilst not necessarily a measure of welfare, personality assessments could provide 

the information needed to tailor management strategies to individual elephants, which could 

ultimately help to improve their welfare in captivity (Grand et al., 2012).  

Physiological responses to stressors are complex and can vary between individuals and 

contexts, however, when interpreted with caution and where possible used alongside 

behavioural measures, non-invasive techniques for monitoring GC are a useful tool in welfare 

assessment (Palme, 2012). 

Physical indicators of welfare 

The two most well recognised physical measures of welfare in elephants are body condition 

score and foot health. Four (13%) of the papers critically reviewed assessed physical health 

of an elephant; three using body condition scoring and one assessing foot health.  

Ramanthan and Mallapur (2008) used a keeper questionnaire to gather data on the physical 

condition of captive working Asian elephants in India. They asked keepers to rate the 

physical condition (using pre-defined ranks) of each individual in their care based on a 

selection of indices. The indices included body condition score, skin condition, eye sight, 

presence or absence of wounds and abscesses, and presence and severity of foot fissures and 

toe nail cracks. Godogama and colleagues (1998) and Wemmer and colleagues (2006) both 

developed systems which allowed for visual assessment of the physical condition of Asian 

elephants. In both papers researchers looked at six predominant areas of the elephant; 

temporal depression of the head, the scapula (shoulder blade), thoracic region, flank area, 

lumbar vertebrae and the pelvic bone. Wemmer and colleagues (2006) trialled the proposed 

scoring method using multiple observers to ensure reliability of the method. Pictures and 

descriptions were provided to ensure accuracy of the ratings. Elephants were given a score of 

between 0 and 2 for each body area, and these scores were then added to give a numerical 

index which related to the physical health of the observed individual (Wemmer et al., 2006). 

At the time this review was conducted no papers were identified which assessed physical 

body condition in African elephants; however, Morfeld and colleagues (2014) have more 

recently identified and validated a 5 point body condition index for female African elephants. 

Using 33 captive female African elephants, they determined that there was a strong positive 

correlation between measures of subcutaneous fat thickness (assessed using ultrasound scans) 

and scores of five regions of the body.   

Assessment of physical welfare using a body condition scoring protocol has the advantage of 

being relatively easy to learn and quick to conduct (Wemmer et al., 2006). Particularly in the 

captive setting body condition scoring can be easily incorporated into routine health checks. 

Obesity in zoo elephants has been cited as a significant problem, and has been linked to poor 

foot health, arthritis and reduced reproductive output (Clubb et al., 2008; Clubb et al., 2009). 

It is therefore vitally important to assess and track body condition in captive elephants over 

time, to facilitate rapid identification of any changes that may present or be indicative of a 

health concern. In addition, assessment of physical health, especially foot health, is being 

increasingly incorporated into preventative care management approaches for elephants in 

British and Irish zoos (Walter, 2010).  
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Table 2. Behavioural indicators of welfare identified in the peer reviewed literature which have been used in assessment of captive elephant 

welfare 

Type of 

indicator 

Indicator 

category 

Example of indicators 

used 

Mean (range, SD) of 

the number of 

elephants studied 

Correlation 

with other 

measures 

Authors which used the 

indicator* 

Significant 

change 

Percent 

change 

Behavioural Abnormal 

behaviour 

Stereotypies, foot lifting, 

faeces manipulation, trunk 

swinging 

 

16 (1 – 140, 32) Feeding 

Walking 

Resting 

Foot health 

Cortisol 

Koyama et al (2012) 

Laws et al (2007) 

Gruber et al (2000) 

Vanitha et al (2011) 

Elzanowski & Sergiel 

(2006) 

Friend (1999) 

Hnath & Yannessa (2002) 

Schmid (1995) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

Wilson et al (2004) 

Rees (2004) 

Friend & Parker (1999) 

Meller et al (2007) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Rees (2009) 

9 papers 17 papers 

Sleep/rest Standing rest, lying rest 7 (1 – 17, 6) Walking 

Stereotypies 

Koyama et al (2012) 

Laws et al (2007) 

Gruber et al (2000) 

Friend (1999) 

Hnath & Yannessa (2002) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Posta et al (2013) 

Friend & Parker (1999) 

Meller et al (2007) 

3 papers 3 papers 



Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Feeding Eating, drinking, ingestion 6 (1 – 17, 5) Walking 

Stereotypies 

Koyama et al (2012) 

Gruber et al (2000) 

Friend (1999) 

Hnath & Yannessa (2002) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Posta et al (2013) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Rees (2009) 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

3 papers 10 papers 

Environmental 

interaction 

Enrichment use, 

investigative/ exploratory 

behaviour 

 

4 (2 – 7, 2) 
 

Posta et al (2013) 

Meller et al (2007) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Hnath & Yannessa (2002) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

 

3 papers 6 papers 

Comfort (self-

maintenance) 

Dust bathing, mud 

wallowing, general 

grooming 

9 (1 – 29, 8) 
 

Koyama et al (2012) 

Gruber et al (2000) 

Friend (1999) 

Hnath & Yannessa (2002) 

Schmid (1995) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

4 papers 12 papers 



Friend & Parker (1999) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Rees (2009) 

Posta et al (2013) 

Activity Walking/locomotion 6 (1 – 14, 4) Rest 

Feeding 

Stereotypies 

Posta et al (2013) 

Koyama et al (2010) 

Gruber et al (2000)  

Schmid et al (2001) 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

Meller et al (2007) 

Rees (2009) 

Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Leighty et al (2009) 

5 papers 10 papers 

Inactive  3  Stoinski et al (2000) 1 paper 1 paper 

Social 

interactions 

Positive interactions 

(affiliation), negative 

interactions (agression) 

10 (2 - 29, 9) 
 

Gruber et al (2000) 

Schmid (1995) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

Posta et al (2013) 

Stoinski et al (2000) 

3 papers 5 papers 

Other Vocalisations 4 (4 – 4, 0) 
 

Wells & Irwin (2008) 

Soltis (2010) 

1 papers 1 papers 

Play 17 (4 – 29, 13) Whilde & Marples (2011) 

Schmid (1995) 

1 papers 2 papers 



Physical Assessment of 

body 

condition/health 

(except feet) 

Body condition score, 

assessment of mucous 

membranes, skin 

condition, eyesight, 

oedemas, wounds, 

abscesses 

114 (82 – 140, 24) 
 

Ramanthan & Mallapur 

(2008)   

Godogama et al (1998) 

Wemmer et al (2006) 

NA NA  

Assessment of 

foot health 

Toenail cracks, presence 

of foot fissures, abscesses 

87 Stereotypies Haspeslagh et al (2013) NA NA 

Physiological Glucocorticoid 

and 

glucocorticoid 

metabolites 

analysis 

Salivary cortisol, serum 

cortisol, faecal 

glucometabolites, urinary 

glucometabolites 

5 (1 – 8, 2) Other 

measures of 

cortisol 

Personality 

Stereotypies 

Dathe et al (1992) 

Fanson et al (2013) 

Grand et al (2012) 

Laws et al (2007) 

Menargues et al (2008) 

Millspaugh et al (2007) 

Schmid et al (2001) 

Wilson et al (2004) 

8 papers 10 papers 

 



Table 3. Summary of the 30 articles reviewed 

Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

Dathe et al 

(1992) 

EM 2 (0.2) 1 Criterion Intra and 

inter assay 

coefficients 

of variation  

15 - 18 

days 

 

Comparison 

with normal 

cortisol 

concentration 

range 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

qualitative 

Salivary cortisol% 

Elzanowski 

& Sergiel 

(2006) 

EM  1 (0.1) 1 Criterion None 

reported 

35 days in 

1 year 

 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes 

following 

changes to the 

environment  

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

StereotypiesS 

Fanson et al 

(2013) 

EM 8 (1.7) 3  Criterion None 

reported 

1 year 

 

Compared 

observed 

results with 

expected 

results, 

monitored 

change in 

cortisol over 

time 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

and qualitative 

assessment of 

personality 

Faecal gluco metabolites 

(FGM)SC 

UGMSC 

Serum CortisolSC 

Keeper Assessment of 

PersonalityC 

Friend 

(1999) 

EM/LA 14 EM 

(0.14), 3 

LA 

(0.3) 

1 Criterion None 

reported 

October 

1995 (4 x 

8hrs) and 

April 1996 

(3 x 24hrs) 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes prior 

to scheduled 

events  

 Stereotypies% 

Resting% 

Eating/drinking% 

Dust bathing% 

EM/LA 14 EM 

(0.14), 3 

1 Criterion April 1996 

and April 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

Experimental, 

repeated 

StereotypiesS 

Standing 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

Friend & 

Parker 

(1999) 

LA 

(0.3) 
None 

reported 

1998 (3 x 

24hrs 

during 

each 

period) 

changes 

following 

changes to the 

environment  

measures, 

quantitative 

Lying 

Eating 

Drinking 

Dust bathing 

Godogama 

et al (1998) 

EMM 140 

(72.68) 

13 districts  None 

reported 

N/A  Qualitative - 

BCS, 

independent 

Body condition score 

Grand et al 

(2012) 

LA 5 (0.5) 1 Construc

t 

Inter-rater  One month 

 

Correlations 

predicted 

between types 

of cortisol 

measures and 

between 

cortisol and 

personality 

characteristics 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

qualitative 

Keeper assessment of 

personalitySC 

Salivary cortisolSC 

Serum cortisolSC 

Gruber et al 

(2000) 

EM/LA EM 11 

(1.10) 

LA 3 

(0.3) 

1 Criterion Intra rater 

and inter-

rater  

 

2 months 

per 

treatment 

group 

 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes 

between 

treatment 

groups 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures,  

quantitative 

StereotypiesS 

Aggression 

ComfortS 

IngestionS 

LocomotionS 

Resting 

SocialS 

Haspeslagh 

et al (2013) 

EM 87 

(16.71) 

32 Construc

t 

None 

reported 

N/A correlation 

predicted 

between 

behavioural 

 StereotypiesC 

Foot healthC 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

and physical 

measures of 

welfare  

Hnath & 

Yannessa 

(2002) 

EM/LA 2 (0.2) 1 Criterion None 

reported 

3 days per 

week for 2 

weeks, 

then 4 

month 

break 

(following 

environme

ntal 

change) 

then 3 days 

per week 

for 2 

weeks 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes 

following 

changes to the 

environment 

 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Keeper/elephant 

interaction% 

Feeding% 

Enrichment use% 

Yard investigation% 

Dust bathing% 

Resting% 

Stereotypies% 

Koyama et 

al (2012) 

LA 1 (0.1) 1 Construc

t and 

Criterion 

None 

reported 

1 year 

 

Monitoring 

change in 

behaviour over 

time, 

following 

presumed 

stressful event  

Prospective, 

observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

FeedingC% 

Comfort% 

LocomotionC% 

RestingC% 

StereotypiesC% 

Laws et al 

(2007) 

EM 1 (1.0) 2 Construc

t and 

Criterion 

Intra and 

inter- assay 

coefficients 

of variation 

20 days 

(10 days 

prior to 

event and 

Monitoring 

change in 

behaviour and 

cortisol 

following 

Prospective, 

observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Stereotypies% 

Sleep% 

FGMS 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

 10 days 

post event) 

 

presumed 

stressful event 

Leighty et al 

(2009) 

LA 7 (0.7) 1 Criterion None 

reported 

1 year 

 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes in 

different 

scenarios 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

LocomotionS 

Lewis et al 

(2010) 

EM/LA EM 137 

(26.111)

, LA 

151 

(21.130) 

78  None 

reported 

N/A   Presence of foot 

pathologies 

Meller et al 

(2007) 

EM  6 (2.4) 1 Criterion Inter-

observer  

 

3 days per 

observatio

n period (3 

periods) 

 

Compared 

with choices 

and then 

monitored 

overall 

behavioural 

change 

following 

environmental 

manipulation 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

LocomotionS 

Standing restS 

Lying restS 

Foot-lifting  

ExploratoryS 

StereotypiesS 

Menargues 

et al (2008) 

EM 6 (0.6) 1 Criterion None 

reported 

4 months 

 

Comparison 

with normal 

cortisol 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Salivary cortisolS 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

concentration 

range 

Millspaugh 

et al (2007) 

LA 5 1 Criterion standard 

assay 

validation  

1 year 

 

Monitoring 

change over 

time, 

comparison 

with wild 

Prospective, 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

FGMS 

Posta et al 

(2013) 

LA 2 (1.1) 1 Criterion Inter-

observer 

 

2 years 

 

Comparison 

with wild 

 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Feed% 

Nurse% 

Stand% 

Lie% 

Walk% 

Enrichment Use% 

Self-directed% 

Investigation% 

Affiliation% 

Aggression% 

Ramanthan 

& Mallapur 

(2008) 

EM 82 

(33.49) 

10  None 

reported – 

measures 

taken to 

increase 

reliability 

N/A  Qualitative - 

BCS, 

independent 

Mucous membrane 

Body condition score 

Skin condition 

Foot fissures 

Toenail cracks 

Edema 

Eyesight 

Wounds 

Abscess 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

Rees (2004) EM 8 (2.6)  1 Criterion None 

reported – 

measures 

taken to 

increase 

reliability 

35 days 

 

Monitoring 

how 

stereotypies 

change over 

time 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

StereotypiesS 

Rees (2009) EM 8 (2.6) 1 construct 

and 

Criterion 

None 

reported – 

measures 

taken to 

increase 

reliability 

35 days 

 

Monitoring 

how activity 

budgets 

change over 

time 

Repeated 

measures, 

observational, 

quantitative 

Dust bathingS 

FeedingC 

Locomotion 

Standing 

StereotypiesSC 

Schmid 

(1995) 

EM/LA EM 19 

(0.19), 

LA 10 

(0.10) 

4 Criterion None 

reported 

4 to 11 

days 

 

comparison of 

species typical 

behaviours 

between 

keeping 

systems 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Social – attractive 

Social – cohesiveS 

Social – repulsive 

ComfortS 

Object playS 

StereotypiesS 

Schmid et al 

(2001) 

EM 7 (0.7) 1  construct 

and 

Criterion 

intra and 

inter assay 

coefficients 

 

7 months 

 

Correlation 

between 

behavioural 

and 

physiological 

indicators of 

welfare, 

looking at 

changes 

following 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

Stereotypies 

Social 

Comfort 

Feeding 

Locomotion 

Resting 

Manipulation/exploration 

Glucocorticoids 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

presumably 

stressful event 

Soltis 

(2010) 

LA 4 (4.0) 1 Criterion None 

reported 

14.5 

months 

 

Documenting 

elephant 

rumbles in 

different social 

situations 

Observational, 

repeated 

measures 

VocalisationS 

Stoinski et 

al (2000) 

LA 3 (0.3) 1 Criterion Inter-rater 1 month 

 

Monitoring 

change over 

time 

 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

FeedS 

DrinkS 

Object exam 

Faeces manipulation 

Locomotion 

Social 

Sterotypies 

Mud wallowing 

Self-directed 

InactiveS 

ContactS 

Vanitha et 

al. (2011) 

EM 140 80 Criterion None 

reported 

2 years 

 

 Retrospective, 

observational, 

independent 

measures, 

objective 

questionnaire 

StereotpyiesS 

Wells and 

Irwin (2008) 

EM 4 (0.4) 1 Criterion Test re-test Initial 

study over 

21 days, 

study 

Environmental 

manipulation 

 

Experimental, 

repeated 

Stand 

Move 

Socialise 

Aggression 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

repeated 4 

months 

later for 3 

days 

 

measures, 

quantitative 

Dust bathe 

Object interaction 

Eat 

Drink 

Vocalise 

Abnormal behavS 

Wemmer et 

al. (2006) 

EM 119 

(58.61) 

7  None 

reported – 

measures 

taken to 

increase 

reliability 

Single 

point 

 Qualitative - 

BCS, 

independent 

Body Condition Scoring 

Whilde and 

Marples 

(2011) 

EM 4 (0.4) 1 Criterion None 

reported – 

measures 

taken to 

increase 

reliability 

10 days 

prior to 

event, 2 

months 

post event 

 

Monitoring 

behavioural 

changes 

following an 

event 

 

Experimental, 

repeated 

measures, 

quantitative 

WalkS 

Feed 

StandS 

Stereotypy 

Trunk swing 

Maintenance 

Manipulation of non-food 

itemsS 

Play 

Lie 

AssociationsS 

Wilson et al. 

(2004) 

LA 3 (0.3) 1 construct 

and 

Criterion 

Inter-rater 10 weeks 

during 

2001  

 

Comparison of 

behavioural 

changes at two 

points in time 

Repeated 

measures, 

observational, 

quantitative 

Blood cortisol%C 

Stereotypies%C 



Authors Species 
Sample 

size 

No. of 

institutions 
Validity Reliability 

Time 

period 

Method of 

assessing 

welfare 

Study design Welfare measures 

(1992, 1994, 

2001) 

S Measure identified as being statistically significant in the study, C Measure correlated with another welfare measure in the study, % Percentage 

change in the study 

 


